
 Venetian Blinds
 Create light control and privacy with this design classic
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Classic 
precision
A design becomes a ‘classic’ because it 

never loses its relevance. Which is why 

Luxaflex® Venetian Blinds have been a 

style staple since their launch in the late 

1950’s. Made of recycled aluminium, 

they deliver both the sophistication and 

eco credentials that modern homes 

demand. With our unique commitment 

to innovation we’ve taken our original 

window blind to the next level with new 

materials, finishes and advanced operation 

choices.

SUSTAINABLE BY DESIGN
Since the 1970’s Luxaflex® has been 

producing Venetian Blinds with recycled 

aluminium, with up to 98% recycled 

content today. Our design classic is also 

Cradle to Cradle Certified™ at the Bronze 

Level. This means that all the components 

and coatings do not contain substances 

which can be harmful to people or 

the environment. It also includes the 

responsible use of water and energy, 

respect for people and the planet.
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THE NEW COLOUR 
REVOLUTION 

Our ‘Pure Sense’ range can transform the 

atmosphere in any room and is available in 

33 colours from classic tones to on trend hues. 

The special anti-static finish on the slat is 

designed for easy maintenance. Ask to see our 

unique two-tone slats with one side designed to 

enhance the available daylight and the other to 

create a richer tone for cosy, intimate evenings. 
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SIZE IT UP

Privacy and light management matter, but so does the view. If you want to focus on yours, our 

unique MegaView® Venetian Blinds close and tilt just like a normal blind, but when open reveal 

twice the view to the outside. 
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ON TAPE

Blend gently, contrast vividly or add a subtly detailed pattern 

with our linen effect tapes. With a new 10 mm slim line tape 

joining our 25 and 50 mm sizes, they offer another exciting 

way to personalise your new venetian blind design.

NATURAL BEAUTY 

Bring the warmth and sensuality of wood home with one 

of our 10 elegant wood valances and matching bottom 

bar options to add a sophisticated finishing touch to your 

venetian blinds. 

DESIGN OPTIONS
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DESIGN XL

This new style venetian blind seamlessly 

integrates modern edged design with a mix 

and match top headrail and bottom bar in 

white, silver or black finishes. Combined with a 

decorative tape, this sharp contemporary design 

sits elegantly in larger windows.
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POWERVIEW® AUTOMATION

Our award-winning smart home system operates with Apple 

Home Kit, Amazon Alexa, Google Home, Nest and many more, or 

as a standalone App or controller. You can use it to help wake you 

up, improve security or change the mood - automatically. With an 

intuitive digital interface and controllable from your smart device, 

your Luxaflex® Venetian Blinds can now be part of your intelligent 

home.
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LITERISE®

It’s easier than ever to operate your blind. Simply push up to raise, pull 

down to lower and tilt the wand or bottom rail for extra privacy, and your 

blind stays right where you place it. Now available with 25 mm and 50 mm 

slats making your new venetian blinds cord and clutter free.

DESIGNED WITH SAFETY IN MIND

We consider child safety a top priority. Making child safe products for 

homes is an integral part of our design philosophy. From effortless manual 

controls to fully smart home motorised systems, Luxaflex® offers many 

innovative lifting systems designed with safety, comfort and style in mind.
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CONTROLLED LIGHT, 
SMOOTH MOVEMENT

Delivering the optimum in variable visibility, our 

patented Top Down / Bottom Up Venetian Blinds 

allow you to decide just how much privacy and 

light coverage you want at every window. All 

operated by a neat handle incorporating a slider to 

tilt the slats, always within reach of the headrail or 

bottom bar and available in three colours: white, 

silver and black.  

TRUFIT® SYSTEM 
For UPVC windows, our optional TruFit® system is a 

seamless way to install blinds directly onto the glass 

without drilling your window frames. This unique 

system can also be used for Tilt & Turn windows and 

doors, allowing them to be opened with the blinds 

in place.
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FRAMEFIX™

Our latest solution is the 

new FrameFix™ system. The 

magnetic frame attaches 

directly to the UPVC or 

aluminium window frames 

so no damage to the window 

structure. FrameFix™ offers 

enhanced light control, sits 

neatly in the window and can 

easily be removed for window 

cleaning and is also available 

with Top Down / Bottom Up 

operation.
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At Luxaflex® our window treatments start with great design. 

Light control, energy efficiency, and the convenience of 

motorisation are just some of the innovations that enhance 

the beauty of every room, every day – made to measure 

with a five-year guarantee.

The Art of Window Styling

Find your local Luxaflex® showroom at luxaflex.com

Let’s talk
Together with our local expert, 
you can look at inspiration for 
your room and get to know the 
products and materials you like.

Craftsmanship guaranteed
Your bespoke product will be 
handmade with care and attention 
to detail by our skilled craftsmen.

Home consultation
Your local expert measures your 
dimensions, assesses your lighting, 
and makes sure everything is 
perfectly designed for your home.

Seamless installation
Relax and let Luxaflex® 
professionals do what they do best, 
knowing you’re covered under our 
5 year guarantee.


